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CG 1 Introduction

The Cornwall Gateway Community Network Area covers the parishes of Antony, Botusfleming,
Landrake with St Erney, Landulph, Maker-with-Rame, Millbrook, Saltash, Sheviock, St Germans,
St John and Torpoint.

The Tamar dominates the history and landscape of this area, and is the focus for settlements
albeit with less impact than on the Plymouth side. Whilst much development in this area is
modern there are also important ancient and medieval landscapes, fragmented by the impact
of the large estates of Antony, Port Elliot and Mount Edgcumbe.

Saltash is the largest town within this area, with a population of 16,400, and acts as the main
local service centre to the many smaller settlements surrounding it. Saltash is the location
of Isambard Kingdom Brunel's Royal Albert Bridge which opened in 1859. Whilst the town
dates back to a charter of the 12th century much of the centre had to be rebuilt after bombing
during the Second World War. Saltash is the subject of a draft Town Framework Plan which
is set out in Section CG6.

Torpoint is the other key settlement in this community network area with a population of
8,400. Torpoint lies at the mouth of the river Tamar, opposite Devonport dockyard and the
city of Plymouth. The river is crossed here by three chain ferries which carry cars, buses,
trucks and pedestrians across the 500 yard wide tidal estuary. Torpoint is a gateway to South
East Cornwall and the Rame peninsula.

Larger villages in the area include Kingsand, Cawsand, and Millbrook. There is also a large
network of small villages and hamlets throughout the community network area.

The total population for the community network area is 33,200. The number of dwellings has
grown by approximately 12% in the period 1991 to 2010 to around 15,000.
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CG 3 What You Have Told Us

Research and consultation have identified the following objectives for the area:

Objective 1 – Regeneration

Support the regeneration of Saltash and Torpoint town centres.

Objective 2 – Jobs and Services

Improve the provision of and access to jobs and services (including public services),
considering the influence of Plymouth.

Objective 3 – Affordable Housing

Enable the provision of affordable housing.

Objective 4 – Transport

Support the improvement of public transport between the rural and urban areas.

Objective 5 – Tourism

Improve Saltash as a tourism destination through the promotion of its heritage and
regeneration of the waterfront.
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CG 4 Approach to Future Growth and Distribution

The following factors have been identified and taken into account in arriving at the proposed
growth and distribution levels within the Cornwall Gateway Community Network Area(1).

Figure 2 Cornwall Gateway Growth Factors summary table

Key:

Suggests concerns over
future growth

No conclusion reached /
Further evidence required

Supports the case for
future growth

1 For more detail on these factors please see the supporting evidence base document ‘Community Network Area Growth
Profiles’ available at www.cornwall.gov.uk/corestrategy.
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CG 5 Levels of Proposed Growth

In determining the growth and distribution targets for this community network area we have
taken into account feedback received during the Options consultation (which took place during
February – April 2011); as well as the conclusions from the supporting evidence base
documents, such as the Community Network Area Growth Profiles. Full details for all of these
documents can be found at www.cornwall.gov.uk/corestrategy.

Feedback from the public exhibition held in Saltash on 17th March show that 60% opted for
medium growth across Cornwall (48,000 new homes) whilst 25% opted for high growth
(57,000 new homes) and 15% opted for low growth (38,000 new homes).

In addition, 45% preferred the dispersed approach to distribution (growth split between main
towns and villages) whilst 30% preferred growth to be focussed in Cornwall’s main towns and
21% opted for the economy-led option which focuses on key regeneration areas.

During the consultation Saltash Town Council stated a preference for the dispersed growth
option; whilst Sheviock, Maker with Rame, Landolph and Landrake with St Erney Parish
Councils chose the economy-led option. Millbrook Parish Council however preferred the
dispersed approach. Most of the Parish Councils also stated that they wished to see low growth
in the area.

Based on a Cornwall-wide growth target of 48,000 new homes, we have identified that the
Cornwall Gateway Community Network Area should anticipate a growth target of 1,450 new
homes over the period 2010-2030 (equating to about 73 new homes per year). This would
include 1,000 new homes in Saltash and 450 homes to be built in the remainder of the
community network area(2). This is lower than the housing growth rates seen over the past
10 years where there was an average of 135 new homes built per year in this network area(3).

However, there is a possibility of larger housing growth in Saltash to support economic growth,
which could be in the region of a further 2,500 dwellings. This higher level of growth could
help deliver some of the affordable housing needs within the area, as well as providing a
balance between housing and future economic growth. Therefore we have put forward two
options for Saltash as shown in the table below. Further detail is also provided in Section CG6
(Saltash Framework).

Table 1

Remainder
to be
provided

by
2030

Dwellings
with

unimplemented
planning
permission
April 2011

Dwellings
under

construction
April 2011

Dwellings
completed

April
2010-April

2011

No. of new
homes

2010-2030

Area

84541131011000 or 3500Saltash

or

3345

36949248450Remainder of
the Community
Network Area

2 For more details see the Housing Growth and Distribution paper via www.cornwall.gov.uk/corestrategy
3 Dwelling Number by Parish and Community Network Area 1991-2010
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1214 or
3714

90371091450 or
3950

Total

Retail and Saltash Town Centre(4)

The following map of Saltash shows the extent of the primary shopping area and primary
retail frontages as set out in the Retail Study(5) and the town centre boundary as set out in
the Saltash Town Framework Plan (see section CG6).

PPS6: Planning for Town Centres (2005)(6) and the draft National Planning Policy Framework
(NPPF, 2011)(7) define primary shopping areas as where retail development is concentrated.
According to PPS6 and the draft NPPF the extent of primary retail frontages are likely to
include a high proportion of retail uses. Under the PPS6 and draft NPPF definition town centres
include the primary shopping area and areas of predominantly leisure, business and other
main town centre uses that are within or adjacent to the primary shopping area.

Map 1

4 Cornwall Council is in the process of reviewing the town centre and retail related boundaries in consultation with its retail
consultants. It is intended that all of these boundaries will be reviewed before the next stage of the plan.

5 www.cornwall.gov.uk/retailstudy
6 www.communities.gov.uk/documents/planningandbuilding/pdf/147399.pdf
7 www.communities.gov.uk/publications/planningandbuilding/draftframework
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CG 6 Saltash Framework

6.1 Background

The Saltash Framework is a document that is being prepared by Cornwall Council to help
inform and guide future development over the next 20 years (i.e. 2010 to 2030). The document
will set out the vision and objectives for the area; develop a spatial strategy that highlights
appropriate locations for and scale of development; and will further set out the infrastructure
that will need to be delivered to ensure it meets the needs of the existing and future population.

The Framework and the Core Strategy are being progressed in tandem and the evidence
generated through the Framework will help to inform the future strategic policies of the Core
Strategy and other Council documents. This section summarises the work undertaken to date
and sets out the options that the Council believe could accommodate the housing and
commercial growth that is being proposed.

6.2 Local Issues

A key priority of the Framework is to maintain and, where possible, enhance the individual
identity of Saltash. Through an increasing evidence base derived from the Saltash Gateway
Area Community Strategic Action Plan, Council led housing, retail and employment studies,
and continued engagement with a steering group made up of representatives from the Town
Council, Saltash Community Interest Company and Cornwall Councillors, a number of local
issues have been identified:

Difficulty in attracting investment into the town centre and problems with traffic and
parking along Fore Street;
Limited employment opportunities and influence of Plymouth in the provision of jobs and
services;
Regeneration of the waterfront;
Cost of car parking affecting the viability of the town centre;
Problems with the A38 - Carkeel junction and Stoketon crossroads; and
Future capacity of the Tamar Bridge.

6.3 Future Economic Growth

The demand for employment in Saltash is heavily influenced by its proximity to Plymouth.
Saltash experiences a large amount of out-commuting, with 43% of its working population
working in Plymouth. This has lead to an imbalance in the level of housing and number of
jobs within Saltash. Whilst it is recognised that there will always be a significant pull from
Plymouth, there is still the aspiration to start to reduce the level of out-commuting; as a result
there is an aspiration for Saltash’s growth to be employment driven. This would help enable
Saltash to become a more self sustaining and distinctive employment centre in its own right.

Currently the majority of employment within Saltash is industrial based manufacturing and
distribution companies. Saltash needs to attract industries that will deliver well paid, high
quality jobs (knowledge based industries) to help counter the impacts of Plymouth. Industries
should be encouraged to make use of Saltash’s waterfront location and gateway into Cornwall
status as well as its good transport links (road and rail).

The Cornwall Employment Land Review (ELR)(8) estimates that over a 20 year period economic
growth within Cornwall Gateway Community Network Area (inc. Saltash & Torpoint) could
stimulate the generation of up to 200 office based jobs; 400 industrial based jobs; together

8 www.cornwall.gov.uk/employmentreview
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with in the region of 1,000 – 1,500 jobs connected to industries such as retail, leisure,
education, healthcare, financial services etc. This would cover an area of approximately 6
hectares in the Community Network Area.

Since it is considered essential locally for Saltash’s growth to be economically driven it is
important that the proposed projections for employment provision set out in the ELR are met
(if not exceeded). The Saltash Town Framework Steering Group feel there is a current
imbalance between the number of jobs and level of housing within Saltash, making it
particularly important that job creation is at a higher rate than additional residential provision,
to address the imbalance.

The ELR identified there is undeveloped land within the Moorlands Lane Trading Estate (0.60ha)
and Saltash Parkway (1.67ha). These estates are located to the south of the A38 and capable
of being delivered in the short term. The development options which could deliver the future
economic growth of Saltash are set out below (the map later in this section identifies their
locations):

Sites A1 and A2: Broadmoor Farm – These sites are separated from Saltash by the A38.
Whilst both sites would be considered suitable for mixed use development, the eastern area
currently has an 11ha employment allocation. The sites are adjacent to the A38 and A388
providing good major road infrastructure and well related to existing employment.

Site A3: Tamar View – The site is adjacent to the A38 and A388 and covers an area of
approximately 11 ha. Since the site abuts an existing industrial estate it could form a natural
extension for this purpose.

Site A7: Latchbrook – The site is located to the south of the A38 close to existing industrial
estates and would be considered suitable for mixed use development throughout.

The Cornwall Retail Study 2010(9) indicates that over the 20 year period there is no need for
additional convenience floorspace (i.e. food retail) but that there is capacity for up to 1,380sqm
of comparison retail floorspace (e.g. non food retail) – based upon current shopping patterns.
The Cornwall Retail Study also indicates that the role and function of Saltash is heavily
influenced by nearby Plymouth. The town has a minor role in the retail hierarchy in Cornwall
which focuses on a small scale shopping and service role. The considerable leakage of shopping
trips to Plymouth and, to a lesser extent, Liskeard will continue unless significant new retail
provision is provided in addition to the regeneration of the town centre. However, whilst
significant new retail provision has the potential to stem an element of retail leakage, it also
has the potential to impact upon the health of the town centre given the absence of substantial
development sites in and around the town centre. Saltash is unique in Cornwall since it is a
town that is heavily influenced / constrained by the proximity and dominance of another large
urban area (Plymouth). This unique situation must be taken account of in decisions that affect
the local economy and viability of the town centre.

6.4 Future Housing Growth

As set out in the introductory section for the Cornwall Gateway Community Network Area, a
growth target of 1,000 dwellings for the town of Saltash is proposed, which would be delivered
over a 20 year period (2010-2030). However, as discussed, there is a possibility of larger
housing growth to support economic growth, which could be in the region of 3,500 dwellings.
This will help deliver some of the affordable housing needs within the area, as well as providing
a balance between housing and future economic growth.

9 www.cornwall.gov.uk/retailstudy
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It is important that future housing growth is delivered in parallel with new employment
opportunities, to further promote the sustainability of the town and indeed its main purpose
from the town’s point of view would be to facilitate new employment. Masterplanning of sites
will therefore be required to demonstrate how this will be achieved, possibly through mixed
development.

6.5 Delivery of Housing in the Existing Urban Area

An assessment of sites within the existing urban area has been undertaken to determine their
appropriateness for delivering housing. This assessment (based upon the Strategic Housing
Land Availability Assessment(10)) indicates that the existing urban area of Saltash could
accommodate approximately 168 new dwellings. This is made up of many sites, the majority
of which are small scale (e.g. could accommodate 15-20 homes or less).

Whilst seeking to prioritise the delivery of housing within the urban area, it is recognised that
development outside of the existing urban area will be necessary to meet the required economic
and housing targets, which could be between 1,000 - 3,500 dwellings (minus the capacity of
the urban area – 168).

6.6 Delivery of Housing and Mixed Use Development Outside the
Existing Urban Area

Site options which could potentially deliver in the region of 2,800 - 5,550 dwellings have been
identified in the Potential Development Options proposed in this document. Collectively they
exceed the number of dwellings required in Saltash so decisions need to be made as to which
options would be most appropriate and should be prioritised.

Sites A1, A2 and A7 are proposed to contain mixed use development, whilst A4, A5, and A6
are proposed for only residential development.

It is estimated that the sites could accommodate the following number of dwellings:

Sites A1 and A2: Broadmoor Farm – Approximately 3,400 and 1,600 dwellings
respectively (mixed use development).
Site A4: Pill Lane – Approximately 200 dwellings (residential only).
Site A5: Land adjacent to Salt Mill – Approximately 150 dwellings (residential only).
Site A6: Land adjacent to Wearde Road – Approximately 200 dwellings (residential
only).
Site A7: Latchbrook – Approximately 1,600 dwellings or steering group option of 648
(mixed use development).

6.7 Potential Development Options

Through extensive desk and field based assessments (which can be reviewed within a document
on the website - www.cornwall.gov.uk/corestrategy) and steering group engagement, a
number of development site options which could deliver Saltash’s future economic and housing
growth over the next 20 years have been generated (the map later in this section sets out
their locations).

10 www.cornwall.gov.uk/shlaa
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It is important to note that as part of any major development, it is essential that employment
uses take a lead in the overall mix of development. The comprehensive masterplanning of
sites should demonstrate how this will be delivered as well as ensuring that the development
is sustainable for Saltash.(11)

This section summarises the site options presented on the map later in this section. In the
summaries below a build rate of 40 dwellings per hectare (dph) has been used for all the sites
with the exception of A4, A5 and A6. A build rate of 30 dph has been applied to these sites
to allow for highway capacity issues and respect for the surrounding built / natural environment.

The options below should be considered in the context of the housing numbers stated previously
i.e. 1,000 – 3,500 new dwellings over the 20 year period. It should also be noted that the
steering group feel site A2 is the best option for sustainable growth, since it would allow the
delivery of substantial employment as well as meeting the lower housing target (1,000
dwellings) which they feel is more appropriate.

6.8 Mixed Use Development:

Sites A1 and A2: Broadmoor Farm – Sites A1 and A2 are situated to the North West of
Saltash and are segregated from the town by the A38. This severance from Saltash means
that both sites have issues of connectivity back into the town, which need to be carefully
considered. The sites also contain physical constraints (woodland and flood zone) which could
affect the level of development.

If the whole of site A1 (142 ha) was to be developed then it could accommodate a substantial
amount of employment land and deliver up to 3400 dwellings. Emphasis could be placed on
the delivery of employment with any potential financial shortfall being covered by cross-subsidy
from sources such as Section 106, community infrastructure levy (CIL), public funding, other
commercial development and housing. The site should be considered for the inclusion of a
new neighbourhood centre to complement any housing development and address connectivity
issues; this neighbourhood centre should include local facilities and amenities, such as a
community hall, small convenience store, public open space, etc. In addition, there is a local
aspiration to locate a park and ride scheme within the site, which could be included within
the range of uses this site should deliver.

Sub site A2 (67 ha) could deliver up to 1600 dwellings and a substantial amount of employment
land, however other sites would have to be developed to meet the maximum growth target
for Saltash. As previously mentioned, the Saltash Town Framework Steering Group feel that
site A2 is the best option for sustainable growth since it would allow the delivery of substantial
employment as well as meeting the lower housing target (1000 dwellings). It is also felt that
housing development should be focused around the eastern corner of the site to help minimise
the segregation from the town. Like site A1, emphasis could be placed on the delivery of
employment with any potential financial shortfall being covered by cross-subsidy from sources
such as Section 106, community infrastructure levy (CIL), public funding, other commercial
development and housing. As previously outlined, the site should include a neighbourhood
centre, with its associated facilities; plus a park and ride scheme to complement any housing
development and address connectivity issues.

Site A7: Latchbrook – Site A7 (66 ha) is suitable for mixed development and if fully developed
could deliver 1600 dwellings and a range of employment uses. A lower density might be more
appropriate for certain areas of the site given the topography and natural environment i.e.

11 The number of houses proposed for the site was calculated on the basis that only 60% of the site highlighted would be
used for housing, with the remaining 40% used for the associated infrastructure (including public open space) and
employment space. Furthermore, any developer taking forward any of the sites would be expected to make contributions
towards the upgrade of the area’s transportation network, education, employment and healthcare facilities; adhere to the
Surface Water Management Plan; as well as deliver affordable housing in accordance with Council policies.
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flood zone running along the eastern boundary. The site should be considered for the inclusion
of a new neighbourhood centre to complement any housing development and address
connectivity issues to existing services/facilities.

The steering group feel that only the northern section of the site should be considered for
development given its setting to the town and access to the A38. The officer recommendation
is to put forward the whole site as this would form a more natural extension to Saltash and
provide the possibility for increased connectivity to services/facilities within the area. In order
to fund the necessary road infrastructure needed to link the site with the town the whole site
would have to be developed.

6.9 Housing Development:

Site A4: Pill Lane – Site A4 (6 ha) could deliver a small scale neighbourhood extension of
approximately 100 dwellings(12). The site would be considered suitable for only a small scale
housing development since the road network and the capacity of Salt Mill and Glenville Terrace
could prohibit large scale development.

Site A5: Land adjacent to Salt Mill – Site A5 (5ha) could deliver a small scale neighbourhood
extension of approximately 100 dwellings. The site would be considered suitable for only a
small scale housing development since the road network and the capacity of Salt Mill and
Glenville Terrace could prohibit large scale development.

The cumulative impact of sites A4 and A5 on the local highway network will be
reviewed before finalising the Saltash Town Framework, to ensure it does not create
a level of congestion that cannot be mitigated.

Site A6: Land adjacent to Wearde Road – Site A6 (7ha) could deliver approximately 130
dwellings. The site would be considered suitable for only a small scale housing development
because of environmental constraints on the site (Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty); as
well as road network and capacity issues relating to Wearde Road.

12 The number of houses proposed for sites A4, A5 and A6 were calculated on the basis that only 60% of the site highlighted
would be used for housing, with the remaining 40% used for the associated infrastructure (including public open space)
and employment space. Furthermore, any developer taking forward any of the sites would be expected to make contributions
towards the upgrade of the area’s transportation network, education, employment and healthcare facilities; adhere to the
Surface Water Management Plan; as well as deliver affordable housing in accordance with Council policies
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6.10 Infrastructure

Fundamental to the successful delivery of the proposed growth (i.e. up to 3500 dwellings and
associated employment space) will be the ability for the existing infrastructure to cope with
the additional demand and / or the ability to improve the town’s infrastructure. Work to
understand all of the implications of the proposed growth is still being progressed by the
Council, in association with the various service providers. What follows is a brief summary of
the work undertaken to date.

Key infrastructure requirements to enable the projected growth of the town include:

Transportation: Detailed transport modelling is being undertaken to understand the full
implications of development growth on the highway network. However, it is felt that further
infrastructure will be required such as:

Roads – A38 Carkeel junction improvements and/or re-routing of A38 around Carkeel;
creation of one way system through Fore Street / Alexandra Square; highways
maintenance. Re-routing of the A388 along Stoketon Cross and the creation of a
roundabout instead of crossroads. The Tamar Bridge has capacity at the moment, but
high levels of growth could increase traffic by 550 cars at peak times, and could be at
capacity by 2023 or earlier.
Rail – Saltash Station enhancements and parking.
Walking & cycling – schemes at Callington Road, Salt Mill, and from Carkeel to the Tamar
Valley Industrial Estate. A town wide cycle network is also proposed. Pedestrian area of
Fore Street / Alexandra Square. Footbridge over the A38.
Parking – Saltash park & ride scheme.

Primary Education: Capacity to accommodate 1,304 pupils, projections show there will be
few surplus spaces in 2014. Projected growth indicates an increase of 390 pupils meaning
that it is unlikely the schools will be able to cope with the scale of development proposed.

Secondary Education: Capacity to accommodate 1,348 pupils (currently at capacity),
forecasts predict a surplus of approximately 80 places by 2014. Proposed growth could be
accommodated within existing provision in the short-term. However, longer-term options for
expansion may need to be sought once more certainty on the scale and distribution of growth
is achieved, and the relocation of the current secondary school may need to be considered.

Utilities: The Council is consulting with the utility providers, i.e. water, sewerage, electricity
and gas supplies, to understand the additional infrastructure required for the projected levels
of growth.

Green Space: Work is underway to record all green spaces across Cornwall and to produce
Cornwall wide standards of provision.

Healthcare: It is estimated that up to four additional GPs will be required to cater for the
projected growth in population.

Historic Environment: Urban Grant scheme for Saltash.

Emergency Services: High level of growth would require ambulance station to be re-located.

Regeneration: Development of Saltash Parkway Phase 2 and regeneration of the waterfront,
town centre, railway station and the creation of a new ferry hub.

Waste: Possible need for a new Household Waste Recycling Centre.

Full details of Saltash’s infrastructure requirements can be found on the Council’s website
www.cornwall.gov.uk/corestrategy.
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CG 7 Questions

Community Network Area Aims and Objectives (see sections CG3 and CG5)

Question CG 1

Do you agree with the objectives for the Cornwall Gateway Community Network Area?

If not, please indicate which you disagree with.

Question CG 2

What are your top three objectives for the Cornwall Gateway Community Network Area?

Question CG 3

Are there any other aims/objectives that you think the Cornwall Gateway Community
Network Area should aspire to?

Question CG 4

Which level of growth would you prefer to see in Saltash - 1,000 new homes or 3,500
new homes over 20 years?

Question CG 5

Do you agree with the target for 450 new homes in the remainder of the Community
Network Area over 20 years?

If you disagree with the targets proposed, please indicate your alternative.

Question CG 6

Do you agree with the retail boundaries and primary retail frontages shown on Map 1?

If you disagree, please describe your alternative.
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Saltash Town Framework (see section CG6)

Question CG 7

Do you agree with the employment/retail site options that have been highlighted?

If you disagree with any of the employment/retail options that do not already have
planning permissions in place, please state which you disagree with and your reasons.

Question CG 8

Are there any other sites that you feel would be more appropriate for employment related
development?

If so, please state the location, together with the reasons for it being more appropriate
than the currently identified sites.

Question CG 9

Do you agree with the Steering Group support for a larger amount of greenfield land
coming forward for employment (in the options areas) than the amount specified by the
Employment Land Review?

Question CG 10

Do you agree with the housing and mixed use sites proposed for Saltash?

If you disagree with any of the housing or mixed use sites (that do not already have
planning permissions in place), please state which site(s) and your reasons why.

Question CG 11

Are there any other sites which you feel would be more appropriate for housing related
development?

If so, please state the location, together with the reasons for it being more appropriate
than the currently identified sites.

Question CG 12

Do you want the whole of Site A7 to be put forward for development or only the northern
section as indicated by the steering group option?
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Open Space

Question CG 13a

Please identify the name (or location) of the open space that you visit most often on
foot from home.

Question CG 13b

Please provide your post code (this will enable us to calculate typical walking distances).

Question CG 13c

From the following list please tick the two main aspects that appeal to you about this
space:

Good pathways [ ] The nature or trees there [ ]

Feels safe [ ] Is kept clean and tidy [ ]

Large open exercise area [ ] Adequate seating [ ]

Dogs are welcome [ ] Dogs are excluded [ ]

Appealing flower beds [ ] Sports facilities [ ]

Children’s play equipment [ ] Facilities for young people [ ]

Secure gates/fences [ ] There is a public toilet nearby [ ]

There are regular events or activities [ ] Peace and quiet [ ]

Good views [ ] (Tick two only)

Other Comments

Question CG 14

Feel free to set out any other comments regarding the proposals for the Cornwall Gateway
Community Network Area.
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